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Established in 2000, the Academy of Information Technology (AOIT) introduces 
students to the broad career opportunities in today’s digital workforce and in the 
process equips them with the personal, analytical, technical, and communications skills 
they need to thrive. A member of the National Academy Foundation (NAF), the 
Academy of Information Technology operates as a “school within a school” and is 
located in high schools nationwide. 

AOIT is a four year academic program that augments standard curricula. Students 
take one or two specialized courses each semester and a capstone course their senior 
year (usually a college-level course).  Further, our AOIT students participate in 
preparation for a compensated internship during the summer after their Junior year, if 
possible, or during the fall of their senior year otherwise.  The preparation includes 
resume preparation, mock interviews, and Young Professional conference.  The AOIT is 
a true small learning community that meets after school as a club once a month for 
special guests, celebrations, extended learning and programs.   

The Cisco Networking Academy Program 
Every year, the Cisco Networking Academy program teaches hundreds of thousands of 
students worldwide the skills needed to build, design, and maintain, 
networks—improving their career prospects while filling the global 
demand for networking professionals. With 10,000 academies in 165 
countries, the Networking Academy helps individuals prepare for 
industry-recognized certifications and entry-level information and 
communication technology (ICT) careers in virtually every type of 
industry. Students develop foundational skills in ICT while acquiring 
vital 21st-century career skills in problem solving, collaboration, and 
critical thinking.   

In our 6th year at SVHS, the Cisco Networking Academy offers three courses –  

• Microcomputer Technologies which is covers basic PC repair and 
maintenance, overview of Linux OS, fundamentals of mobile applications as well 
as help desk technician and professional skills.  Students are prepared for 
CompTIA’s A+ certification exam with successful completion of this course.  



• Network Engineering & Management:  This course teaches the 
fundamentals of the OSI model and building networks from the cables up.  
Students learn to configure custom Subnet Masks (includes introduction to IPv6) 
and different network protocols and the basics for home and small business 
networking.  Emphasis on this course is the objectives for Cisco’s CCENT 
certification exam (beginning level Cisco networking exam). 

• Advanced Network Engineering & Management is a continuation of the 
first level networking course and goes into advanced networking skills for 
medium to larger enterprise networks.  Safety and security are emphasized as 
well as continued competence in custom Subnet Mask skills in order to pass the 
CCNA certification exam – the industry accepted standard for Cisco networking.  
 

We have had over 15 students pass the CompTIA A+ certification exam before leaving 
high school.  This entry-level certification places our students in excellent standing to 
pursue their future ICT career certifications as well as continue secondary and post-
secondary studies.  We are well on our way to having students complete the Cisco 
CCENT and CCNA certifications as well.  These certifications are expensive and many 
more students could test if they could afford it.  We have several fundraisers throughout 
the school year to off-set the costs of certifications - we could use your support.  Please 
contact Mrs. Elizabeth Bell (Elizabeth_F_Bell@mcpsmd.org) if you would like to help in 
any way.  

Information Resource Design 
The information Resource Design pathway of AOIT will provide unique opportunities 
for students to create friendly, functional Web sites that serve the very important role of 
sharing vital information with the entire world. Students will study digital media and 
multimedia tools and concepts. They also will be introduced to the basic concepts of 
relational database engines and the tools to use them.    

*Computer Programming 
Learning today’s computer languages builds competitive and marketable skills 
and teaches a wide variety of important concepts. Computer programming, 
imbedded in each of our computer science pathways as well as the new 
S.T.E.A.M. pathway in the Academy of Science, focuses on developing effective 
problem-solving techniques through individual & team projects. Scientist, 
engineers, and others use this knowledge to produce programs for new computer 
games, weather forecasting, controlling robots, medical design and planning in 
architecture. The Programming Pathway of AOIT will provide unique 
opportunities for students to express their own creativity by writing programs to 
solve real-world problems.  Computer Programming II will prepare students for 
the Computer Science Advanced Placement (AP) college exam.   
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